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1. INTR~D~JCTI~N 
In this paper, we study the existence of solutions to boundary value 
problems (in the following refered to as BVP’s) for infinite systems of ordinary 
differential equations. Let S be an index set and let .%? be a Banach space of 
real vectors y with components ye , G f S, and denote by j . I , the norm in G?. 
Consider the BVP 
yn = f(X, y, y’), x E I U-1) 
aY(o) - W(O) = Yo (1.2) 
CY(l) + dY’(l) =3’1 K3) 
where I = [0, l], y. , yt E g, f : I x g x =%? + A? is completely continuous, 
and a, b, c, and d arc nonnegative real numbers. 
In recent years, several papers have appeared which make use of differential 
inequality theory to show the existence of solutions to Eqs. (1 .I), (I.2), (1.3) 
in the case where 8 is finite dimensional. In Ref. [7], the theory of sub- and 
superfunctions was applied to scalar problems to show the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions. These results were extended in a later paper [5] to 
finite dimensional systems. A number of other existence results have been 
obtained by assuming the existence of upper and lower solutions to Eq (1.1) 
(see, e.g., [l], [12], [13], [14], [17]). In all the results mentioned, a growth 
condition is placed on f (x, y, y’) with respect toy’ which provides an a priori 
bound on the derivatives of solutions j y’(x)\ , in terms of a bound on j y{~)l . 
Our interest in the study of differential equations in Banach spaces is, in 
part, motivated by applications of these results to problems for partial 
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differential equations. One such application is related to the use of the method 
of lines (see [loll) in the numerical solution of partial differential equations. 
Walter has applied the theory of differential inequalities for initial value 
problems to obtain error estimates, when the method of lines is applied to 
parabolic differential equations (see [18], [20]). The system of ordinary 
differential equations which is obtained from the method of lines may be 
infinite dimensional in certain problems (see, e.g., [19], [21]). In Ref. [17] it 
was shown that similar results are also possible for elliptic BVP’s by making 
use of differential inequalities for second order equations. The existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to BVP’s for linear differential equations in Banach 
spaces is discussed in Refs. [6], [8], [9], and [16]. 
In this paper, we show the existence of solutions to BVP’s for infinite 
systems of equations by means of a differential inequality theory in Banach 
spaces. Our approach to this problem is based on some results by Schmitt in 
Ref. [13]. 
Section 2 contains a Banach space version of a well-known existence 
theorem (cf. [4, p. 4241) for the BVP (l.l), (1.2), (1.3), in the case that 
f(~, y, y’) is bounded. Our result requires that the hypothesis of continuity of 
f(~, y, y’) be strengthened to complete continuity in order to apply the 
Schauder-Tikonov fixed point theorem. 
In Section 3, the existence of solutions to the BVP (l.l), (l.l), (1.3) is 
established in Theorem 3.2, based on the existence of upper and lower 
solutions to Eq. (1.1). In this theorem, a Nagumo type condition, which was 
developed in 1151 for equations in Banach spaces, is used to obtain a priori 
bounds on the derivatives of solutions. Following the theorem more general 
types of boundary conditions are discussed. 
The results of Section 3 are applied in Section 4 to obtain the standard 
upper and lower solution results for infinite dimensional systems. Conditions 
are discussed under which the hypothesis of complete continuity onf(x, y, y’) 
can be replaced by the weaker assumption of continuity and examples are 
given to illustrate the results of Sections 3 and 4. 
In a final section, Section 5, an example is presented of an application of the 
results of Sections 3 and 4 to the method of lines for elliptic boundary value 
problems. 
2. A GENERAL EXISTENCE THEOREM 
Let g be a real Banach space with norm j . j . Consider the BVP (l.l), (1.2), 
(1.3) where f :I x &8 x ~-+~;yo,y1~5%Y; and a, 6, c, d~9?+ with 
a+6>O,c+d>O,a+c>0. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let f(x, y, y’) b e a completely co&nwus function and let 
there exist a positive constayzt M such that / f (x, y, y’)i < M for all 
(x,y,y’)~I x g x ~2. Then the BVP (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) lzas at least one 
solution for every yO , y1 E W. 
Proof. Let d = <Cl(I, S?), [I . ii), where for y E C1(I, 9), 
II Y II = “YP 1 YWI + “YP I Y’(4l. 
Then d is a Banach space. 
Let G(x, t) be the Green’s function derived from the scalar BVP 
4” = h(x), a+(O) - b&(O) = 0, c+(l) + d#(l) = 0. 
Define an operator B : C(1, E) ---t Cl(l, E) by setting 
(S4(4 = j-; G(.r, t) x(t) dt + $44, x E C(4 E), 
where z&x) is the unique function satisfying 4” = 0, a+(O) - b+‘(O) = y0 , 
c+(l) + d+‘(l) = y1 . Further, let an operator F : C’(I, E) -+ C(1, E) be 
defined by 
(Fy)(d = f(x, Y@), Y’(4), Y E CYL 4. 
Consider now the mapping T : Cl(l, E) -> Cr(I, E) given by setting 
T = $9 0 F. Fixed points of T are solutions of Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), (1.3) and 
conversely. The existence of a fixed point of Tin 8 will be established by an 
applrcation of the Schauder-Tikonov fixed point theorem. 
Define constants P, Q, X, S by setting 
P = “I”,? I G(.c 91, 
Q = “YP I $(4I, 
R = yq$ I G&G t)l* 
S = SL;~ j #‘(x)1. 
Then it can be shown that for each y G 8, 
I( Ty)(r)j < PM + Q, I( Ty)’ (x)1 < RM + S, x E I. 
Thus, if 8, is defined by 
6, = (y E 8 : / y(x)/ < PM + Q, j y’(x)/ < RM + S>, 
then 6’1 is a closed, bounded, convex subset of 2 and TG, c 8, , 
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It will now be shown that T is completely continuous. The argument 
given below is contained in Ref. [15] and is included here for the sake of 
completeness. 
The continuity of T follows easily from that ofF and of the integral operator 
8. In order to show that T is compact, let K be a bounded subset of 8. 
Denote by F, the family of functions 9 = {Ty : y E K). We will show that 
T is a compact operator by showing that 9- is a precompact subset of 8. 
Since j f(~, y, y’) 1 < A/r for all (x, y, y’) E I x a X W, it follows easily 
from the properties of the integral operator 9, that % is an equicontinuous 
family of functions. Similar arguments applied to the family 
show that 9’ is also equicontinuous. 
Let x E 9, then there is a y E K such that .z = Ty. Assume that I is an 
arbitrary but fixed point in the interval 1. Since f(x, y, y’) is completely 
continuous and since K is a bounded subset of 6, there exists a compact 
subset H C B such that 
(G($ t)f(t, y(t), y’(t)): y E K, t ~1) C H. 
Thus, using the definition of the integral, one obtains 
I‘ 
1 
G(% t)f(t, y(t), r’(t)) dt E EJ (JO 
‘0 
where Z(H) denotes the closed, convex hull of H. Since 98 is a Banach space, 
Z(H) is compact. Therefore {z(s) : z E $1 is a precompact subset of 99. 
14pplying similar arguments to (Ty)‘, one can show that the set {Z(Z) : x E F> 
is also precompact. 
We have shown that both of the families 9 and 9’ satisfy the hypotheses 
of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem. From this it follows readily that T is a compact 
operator. Now by the Schauder-Tikonov fixed point theorem, there is a 
y E ~7~ such that y = Ty, i.e., y(x) is a solution to Eqs. (l.l), (1.2), (1.3). [ 
3. DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES 
In this section, we will assume in the BVP (1. l), (1.2), (1.3) that y, y’ have 
values in the real Banach space 99 = P(Z, ‘%), where 2 is the set of integers. 
By the term [y, xi], where y E g and zi E !R, we will denote the element of 
2 defined for j E Z by 
(3-l) 
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Define a partial ordering <on.Bby:y<xifand~nlyify~<x,:forall 
i E 2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A lower- solution of Eqs. (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) is a 
function CL : I---f 9?‘, which is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies 
and 
cqx) > f&c, [y; a&)], [z; q’(x)]), 2’ E 2, x E I. (3.2) 
m(O) - bd(O) < y. ) Ox(l) + ~~‘(1) < yr . (3.3) 
DEFINITION 3.2. An upper solution of Eqs. (1.1), (1.2), and (1.3) is a 
function fl : I -+ .% which is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies 
p;(x) 9 f(X, [y; Pi(X)], [z; P;(x)]), i E z x E I, (3.4) 
and 
@(O) - y’(o) >Y, , 4(l) + @‘fl) >Y, * (3.5) 
The following lemma gives a Nagumo type condition which provides a tool 
to obtain bounds on the derivatives of solutions of Eq. (1.1) in terms of bounds 
on the solutions. A proof of this lemma is contained in Ref. [ 157. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let b(s) b e a osz ave, nondecreasing, continuous, real vu&d p ‘t’ 
function such that 
and let R be apositive number. Then there exists apositive constant hf = M($, R) 
such that: If x E G(I, 99) is such that 11 s 11 < R and jj x” /I < $(I\ 3~‘ I!), then 
jj x’ jj 9 hi?. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let there exist upper and lower solutions, ,8(x) and a(x) 
respectively, of the BVP(l.l), (1.2), and (1.3) with a(x) < /S(x) for x ~1. Let 
f(x, y, y’) be completely continuous on the set {(s, y, y’) : x E I, a(x) < y < ,9(x), 
y’ E @‘> and suppose there exists a positive, nondecreasing, continuous function 
d(s) with km,,, s’/+(s) = 00 and such that 
If(GY>Y’)l <MY I), XEA 4-4 GY Gkw* 
Then Eqs. (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) h awe a sulation y(x) which satisfies 
&) s y(x) G B(s), x E I. 
(3.61 
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Proof. Let r)(x, y), 7 : I x A? -+ 549 be the function defined for i E Z by 
i 
Ma if yi > /$(x); 
?i(X, Y) = Yi I 
\ 
if ai < yi -(, pi(x); (3.7) 
44, if yi < cQ(x). 
Then q(x, y) is bounded and continuous. 
Define the function 4(x, y), f : I x B + LAY as follows: 
i 
Yo - BOW 
(l+lYoI)’ 
too(x, Y) = 0, 
l Yo - aoc4 (1 + IYO I> ’ 
and for i E Z - (O}, 
if y. > PO(x); 
if so(x) < y. < PO@>; 
if y. < so(x); 
if yi > j%(x); 
if ai < yi < p;(x); (3.8) 
if yi < ai( 
f(x, y) is completely continuous and bounded on I x W. Denote the bound 
on S(x, Y) by MO . 
Let Ml be the constant in the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 relative to the 
function 4(s) + MO and the bounded set {y : &(x) ,< y < p(x), x E I). Now 
define a constant M by setting 
M = m=@4 , yp I ~‘(~)I, yp I B’(x>l> 
and let the bounded, continuous mapping I: : 58 + SY be given for i E Z by 
ii = 
I 
fif, if yi’ > M; 
Yi', if Iyi’j <Jl; (3.9) 
-nf, if yi’ < -nf. 
Define a function F(x, y, y’) by 
F(x, Y, Y') = f(X, dx, Yh i(Y’>) + K% Y>- (3.10) 
Then F : I x .G? x B-k 99 and is bounded and completely continuous. It 
follows from Theorem 2.1 that the equation y” = F(x, y, y’) has a solution 
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y(z) which satisfies Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3). We will now show that y(x) is also a 
solution of Eq. (1.1). 
Suppose that the inequality a(x) < y(x) < ,8(x) does not hold. Then there 
exists a component yi(x) of the function y(x) and a smallest E > 0 such that 
c&c) - E +< yi(x) < pi(x) + E and for at least one x0 E -5, either 
Yi(%) = P&J 4 E or y&J = a&) - E. 
Let us consider the case where y,(xa) = ai - E. It will be shown that this 
leads to a contradiction by considering three cases. 
Case 1. Assume y,(O) = ai - C. 
Since yxx) > ai - E, it follows immediately that y;(O) 2 a;(O). 
Further, since OL satisfies (3.3) and y satisfies Eq. (1.2), and since E > 0, we 
have that 
Q,,‘(O) - ai’( < 0. 
Thus, if b f 0, we must have y;(O) = 01;(o). From the definition of 
3(x, y), it follows that q(O, y(O)) = [~(0, y(0)); ai(O and further, 
y;(o) = a;(O) 
implies that Q’(0)) = [<(y’(O)); 01~‘(0)]. Thus, using (3.2) one obtains 
y;(o) - CqO) < Fj(0, y(O), y’(0)) -f,(o[?](o, y(O)); %(@I, Kb’mh %vm> 
= Edoz YKO) 
= \ i 1 (1 I;,,(O),) -c O* (3.11) 
But this contradicts the assumption that yi(x) 3 ai - E. Hence we must 
have b = 0. However, this implies that a # 0; and then 
which implies that y,(O) f CL(O) - E. 
Case 2. dssume ~~(1) = ai - E. 
The arguments in this case are similar to those used in case 1. 
C’me 3. Assume that yi(xO) = oli(xO) - E for some x0 E (0, 1). 
This assumption implies that yi’(x,) = oli’(xO). Upon rewriting (3.1 I) with 
x0 in place of 0, one obtains, as before y;(xJ - c$(xO) < 0, which contradicts 
that y,(x) > ~AX) - E. 
Therefore, we conclude from these cases that ~~(3) > c+(x) - E. Similar 
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arguments may be used to show that /Ii(x) + E > yi(x). These inequalities, 
however, contradict the choice of E. Thus it follows that “(3) <y(x) < /3(z). 
The inequality a(~) < y(x) < /3(x) together with (3.7) imply that 
77(?YW “Y( x , x ~1. Thus, from Lemma 3.3 and (3.Q it follows that > 
(/ y’ 11 < Ml . But then (3.9) implies <(y’(x)) = y’(x), x ~1. Therefore, since 
((X, y(x)) = 0, y(x) is a solution of (1.1). 4 
Remark. It follows from the proof given above that it is sufficient to 
assume that the inequalities (3.2) and (3.4) are satisfied on the set 
Remark. Without significantly altering the proof of Theorem 3.4, one can 
replace the boundary conditions (1.2), (1.3) by a more general type of bound- 
ary condition. Let (a,}E-m be a bounded sequence of real numbers and define 
a continuous, linear operator A : W -+ 2 by setting (A.x)~ = api, x E g, 
i E 2. If the sequence {ai> is nonnegative i.e., ai >, 0, i E 2, then A is called 
a nonnegative operator and we will write A > 0; we will write A > 0, if 
there exists a 6 > 0 such that ai - 6 > 0, i E 2. The operators B, C, and D 
are defined similarly, relative to the bounded, real sequences 
@i)im-, (CJE-m , and (di}im_-, . 
Let A, B, C and D be non negative operators of the type described above, 
which satisfy, A f B > 0, C + D > 0 and A + C > 0. Then the boundary 
conditions (1.2), (1.3) may be replaced by 
&Y(O) - BY'(O) = yo 9 
Q(1) + Dy'(l) =yl . 
4. APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
In this section we assume that (1.1) does not depend on y’, and consider 
the BVP 
Y” =.m Y) (4.1) 
together with boundary conditions (1.2), (1.3). 
The following theorem extends to infinite dimensional spaces a result by 
Schmitt in [13]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. The function f(.z, y) is type D on a subset K of I x g 
if for every i E 2, the inequality fi(.7c, y) >jfi(~v, 2) holds, whenever the pair 
of points (x, y), (x, x) E K satisfy y < z, yi = Z~ . 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let there exist twice continuously di@rentiable .ftlnctioTls 
a(x) and /3(x) which satisfy IX(X) < P(X), LY”[X) >S(X, a(x)), F(.y) <fir, p(x)) 
and (3.3), (3.5). Let f(x, y) be type D and completely contimous on the set K 
defined by 
K = {(x, y) : a(x) < y < P(x)>. 
Then the BVP (4-l), (1.2), (1.3) has a solution y(x), and furthermore, 
(4.21 
@, Y(4) E k’ 
for every x E I. 
Proof. We will verify that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.4 are satisfied. 
Since f (x, y) does not depend on y’, condition (3.4) can be satisfied by setting 
$(s) = L, where I; is a constant such that 
i f(x, y)l < L; x E I, 44 < y < B($. 
Thus we have only to show that (3.2) and (3.4) are satisfied. 
Let x ~1, y E p be such that U(X) < y < /3(x). Then, since f(xI y) is 
type D, it follows that 
and 
for each i E 2. From these inequalities it follows easily that (3.2) and (3.4) 
hold. 
Therefore Theorem 3.4 implies that (4.1), (1.2), (1.3) has a solution 
y(x), with (x, y(x)) E K. 1 
It is possibIe to weaken the hypotheses of complete continuity for f(x, y) 
to that of continuity, provided a(x), /3(x) E c,(Z, %) for each x E I. This result 
is contained in the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 4.3. In Theorem 4.2, let cc(x), /3(x) E c&Z? 9%). Let f(x, y) be 
continuous on the sets K dejined by (4.2). Then the BVF (4.11, (1,2), (1.3) has 
a: solution y(x) satisfying (x, y(x)) E K for each x E I. 
Proof. If the set K defined by (4.2) . is a p recompact subset of I X a’, then 
it follows that if f (x, y) is continuous on K, it is completely continuous on K. 
The conclusion then follows from Theorem 4.2. 
A necessary and sufficient condition that a subset j of c&Z, ‘%) be pre- 
compact is that J be bounded and that lim!,~,, j yd I = 0 uniformly for 
y E J. (For conditions which characterize precompactness in P(Z, %j, 
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1 < .p < 03 see [3], pp. 338-9.) The two sets {+) : x ~11 and {/3(a) : x ~1) 
are compact subsets of c,,(Z, %) because the interval I is compact and the 
functions N(X) and p( x are continuous. Therefore the condition stated above ) 
implies that these two sets are bounded and that liml,l,, ) ai( = 0 and 
limb I f%(x)1 = 0 uniformly for E ~1. In addition, if (iv, y) E K, then 
I yi I < I 44l + I Pi(4l . F rom these considerations, it follows easily that K 
is precompact. 1 
The results of Theorem 4.2 can also be obtained in the case where 
with only minor modifications in the proof (cf. [17]). In this case, the set K 
defined by (4.2) is seen to be a precompact subset of I x g, without further 
hypotheses on the upper and iower solutions a(x) and p(x). Thus, as in 
Corollary 4.3, it is sufficient to assume that f(x, y) is continuous on K. Also, 
the results in Sections 3 and 4 are valid if Z is replaced by Z+, the set of 
positive integers. 
We illustrate these results which the following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let B = Z”(Z+, ‘%) and definef(x, y) by setting 
i&G Y> = 2Y, ; 
f&x, y) = 2Yi - yfml ) i = 2, 3 )... . 
Then for every y”, yi E 8 which satisfy 
0 < (y”)i , (y% < V 
there is a solution y(x) of (4.1) with 
Y(O) = YO, Y(l) = Y’ 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
and such that 0 < yi(x) < l/i, i = 1,2 ,.... 
Proof. Define a(x) and ,6’(x) by 
ai = 0; i = 1, 2,..., 
and 
/3&) zs l/i; i = 1, 2,.... 
Then a(x) and p(x) are easily seen to be lower and upper solutions, respectively 
of the BVP (4.1), (4.4), where f(x, y) is given by (4.3). And, in addition 
a(x), p(x) E co for every x E I. 
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From (4.3) it follows that f(r, y) is continuous and type D for x E r” and 
y > 0, y E $9; in particular for (x, y) E K. Thus we have shown that U(X), 
P(X), and f(,v, y) satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 4.3. It follows that the 
BVP (4.1), (4.3) h as a solution y(x) with 0 < Y<(N) < l/i, 2’ E ZL, x E I. 
Remark. Since continuity coincides with complete continuity in finite 
dimensional spaces, the results in Sections 3 and 4 can be applied to finite 
systems of equations under the assumption that f(r, y, y’) is continuous. 
5. Ax APPLICATION TO THE METHOD OF LINES 
In this section, we present an example which illustrates an application of 
the results in the preceeding sections to the method of lines for elliptic 
partial differential equations. Consider, as a simple example, the following 
BVP for the steady-state Klein-Gordon equation defined on the semi-infinite 
stripQ=f(x,y):O<.1:<1,-co<y<co): 
-Au + k”u -g&y); (x,y) E .Q, k > 0 (5.1) 
U(O,Y) = MY), U(LY) =+1(r); --cc) (Y < 02. (5.2) 
(5.3) 
The procedure known as the method of lines consists in replacing the 
derivatives with respect to one of the variables in Eq. (5.1) by corresponding 
difference quotients. The result of this substitution can be written as a system 
of ordinary differential equations. Thus if we replace the second partial 
derivative with respect to y in Eq. (5.1) by the second order central difference 
quotient along the lines y = ilz (h > 0, i E Z) and if we set ZQ(X) = U(X, i/z), 
then we obtain the infinite system of differential equations 
u; = k-*{--~~+.~ + 2u, - uiel + h”k”ui) - g,(x), i E Z. (5.4) 
Boundary conditions corresponding to Eq. (5.2) can be obtained by setting 
uz@) = $oW, ZQ( 1) = qqih). (5.5) 
We shall treat here the problem of determining estimates on the convergence 
as lz --t 0 of solutions of the approximate problem (5.4), (5.5) to the sohrtion 
of Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3). 
Let us assume that g E C,,, (Sz) and (b,, , +r E Cz,= @I). For the purpose of 
simplifying the problem, let us further assume that g, &, , and $r have compact 
support. These conditions imply that the BVP (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) has a unique 
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solution a(x, y) in C,,, (Q) (cf. [2, p. 349]), which can be represented as the 
integral 
+, Y> = s, G@, Y; L d ML d - w,,(L 41 &4 + 4x, ~9. 
Here w(x, y) is given by 
w(.z^, y) = [sinh k]-r . [4&y) sinh k(1 - x) + &(y) sinh kx], 
and G(x, y; 5,~) is the Green’s function associated with the problem 
--Au + R”u = h, u(0, y) = 0 = U(1, y), ,$I$ ) U(X, y)l = 0 
G(x, Y; 5, 7) = f 1 exp(--a I Y - rl I) 
n=1 CT 
- sin(nnx) sin(k&J, F-6) 
where a2 = A* + 6%~~ (cf. [ll, p. 2701). 
Let S8 = lm(Z, ‘S-s> and define f : I x B --+ 93 by fi(x, u) = ?z-~{-u~+, + 
2ui - zdiMl + Iz%%J - g,(x), i E Z. Then (5.4), (5.5) can be written 
U” = f (x, u), 
u(0) = $0, U(1) = 41, 
where $O,$’ E 2 are the points defined by die = 4,(ih) and 4: = $r(&). This 
BVP has the form of (4.1), (1.2), (1.3). 
Let h > 0 be given, $x, y) be the solution of Eqs. (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), 
and let Nh(x, y) be defined by the equation 
t&(x, y) = h-*($X, y + h) - 24% y) + +, y - h)) - 4@, Y), 
and define 
-4” = sup{ [ “/V;l(rn, y)i : (x, y) E Q). (5.7) 
The assumptions on (5. l), (5.2) imply that xh < cg and, in view of the form 
of the Green’s function (5.5), that there e.xists an integer No > 0 such that 
N 
I 4x% Y)I G , y / -et flh , (x, y) E R, y # 0. (5.8) 
If we set ZQ(X) = a(x, ih) and N;,(x) = Nj(x, A), then vi(x) satisfies the 
system of ordinary differential equations 
Zl; = k2(-W$+l + 2V, - V$-l + h2k2Vij -gi(N) + &(%), iE z, 
and the boundary conditions (5.5). 
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Define an element + E @ as follows: let N1 be a positive integer such that 
NJz > 1 and 
Then, for i E 2, define 
From (5.8), we have 
Thus, using (5.7), we obtain 
-(F/2) $1: < Aqx) < (P/2) $i , i E 2. 
Denote by V(X), 2, : I -+ B, the function defined by vi(x) = v(x, ih). A 
direct calculation shows that the functions a(~) = v(x) - $ and 
/3(x) = V(X) + $ satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.2. Moreover, since 
#, -$ E C,,(Z, %), the set K defined by (4.2) is a precompact subset of 
I x 2. Thusf( , ) x u is completely continuous on K. Finally note that f(~, u) 
is type D on the set K. Therefore, by the result of Theorem 4.2, the BV’P 
(5.3), (5.4) has a solution U(X) which satisfies 
Vi(X) - $< < q(x) < vi(x) + c)g ) i E 2. (5.9) 
Our conditions in Theorem 4.2 are not sufficient to assure the uniqueness of 
solutions to (5.3), (5.4). However, the BVF’ (5.3), (5.4), satisfies the uniqueness 
condition in Refs. [S, 91 so that the solution obtained above from Theorem 4.2 
is the unique solution to this problem. Inequalities (5.8) and (6.9) imply that 
the approximation error satisfies 
1 v(x, 2-q - Uf(X)j < (2pq R& 
along each line y = ih, i E 2, In particular, this inequality implies that the 
convergence as h -+ 0 of solutions to the approximate problem (5.3), (5.4) to 
v(x, y) is of the same order as the convergence of difference quotient 
lr2(v(x, y + h) - 2v(x, y) + v(x, y - 12)) to V.&z, y). 
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